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Challenge & Response

Agile Software Development: an elegant opportunity to introduce iterative design 
(a Usability Engineer’s bread and butter) into application development, but…

 “Agile methods largely ignore issues of designing the user interface.”
Mike Cohn, User Stories Applied for Agile Software Development, 2004

 “[Agile] developers might bypass usability because they assume there's no 
time to do testing or other user research”
Jakob Nielsen ,  AlertBox, 2008

 Include foundational user research (e.g. a library of UI/Style guides, 
personas, work flows)

 Find a way to do UCD Work in parallel with Development (but looking 2 to 3 
steps ahead)

 Adapt traditional UCD techniques to be fast (e.g., employ “discount 
usability” & table-driven prototyping) … Hence: AgileRemote®
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Response:

Challenge:
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The Agile Manifesto [*]

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous 
delivery of valuable software.

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development.  Agile processes 
harness change for the customer's competitive advantage.

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with 
a preference to the shorter timescale.

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.
5. Build projects around motivated individuals.  Give them the environment and support 

they need, and trust them to get the job done.
6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a 

development team is face-to-face conversation.
7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.
8. Agile processes promote sustainable development.  The sponsors, developers, and 

users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.
9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.
10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential.
11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.
12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and 

adjusts its behavior accordingly.
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agilemanifesto.org
[*] man-i-fes-to: a written statement declaring publicly the intentions, motives or views of the issuer

(i.e., a mission statement)
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Traditional Waterfall Design vs. Iterative Design
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Adapted from Sy, 2007

Analysis
Design Coding

QA Testing

Waterfall:

Iterative (e.g. Agile):

Features: 1-50
Features: 1-50

Features: 1-50
Features: 1-50

Analysis
Design

Coding
QA

Features: 1-5

Analysis
Design

Coding
QA

Features: 6-10

Analysis
Design

Coding
QA

Features: 11-15               …

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3                        …
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Usability Engineering is not just “Look & Feel” – It has Six 
dimensions with “User Experience” as the focal point
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FunctionalityPlatform

Usability &
Accessibility

Content

Information 
ArchitectureVisual 

Design
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UX: Usability Engineering / User-Centered Design
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 Early and continuous involvement of users in the definition of requirements and the 
design of applications 

 The goal is to produce applications that are:
 Useful – Meets business and user needs
 Usable – Introduces as few obstacles as possible between a user and  his/her goals
 Engaging – The content and functionality (not bells & whistles) engage the user
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How can UX contribute?

Understand the business and its requirements 
(“push” – e.g., process maps)

Understand the users and their requirements 
(“pull” – e.g., User Stories)

Understand the push-pull gap

Understand the context of use

Understand the delivery capabilities

Employ user-centered, iterative, prototype-driven 
design strategies

8

Push Pull
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Agile + UCD … Strange Bedfellows?

Spoken by a man who has been shipwrecked and finds himself seeking shelter 
beside a sleeping monster. 

William Shakespeare, The Tempest
“Misery acquaints a man with strange bedfellows.”
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Irritation: Some Classic Agilista* Responses to UCD
Determination: Yeah, but…

 “We’ll give you two weeks up front to do your thing, write up some UI 
guidelines and then go home and leave us in peace to design and build the 
application.”

 Guidelines and Best Practices will get you maybe 30% of the way there – they  
will never be sufficient out of the box.  User-Centered Design is an iterative
process that is crucial throughout the development lifecycle.

 “After all, we do constantly talk to stakeholders/customers, so we know what 
users want.”

 Stakeholders are not end-users.  What’s worse: they think they are good 
proxies for end-users. 

 “And, we have Acceptance Testing as a formal part of each of our iterations, 
so we’ll know when we’re on the right track.”

 Acceptance testing is NOT usability testing.  No end-users are involved --
you’ll have no idea if you’re on the right track from a usability perspective …  

Ergo: Agile projects need UCD

10

* Hey, if we can call our mission statement a “Manifesto”, I can call us “Agilistas”!
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AgileRemote® Method

AgileRemote: full-lifecycle, table-driven tools for rapid, collaborative visioning, 
requirements gathering, rapid prototyping, and development (co-located OR 
remote)

Key steps:
1. Initial Requirements Collaboration - quick online survey among 

stakeholders/SMEs; gather & rank initial User Stories; refine throughout 
design and development. 

2. Conceptual Model (vision) - based on the User Stories and built using a 
table-driven, rapid, ultra-high-fidelity prototyping techniques

3. Iterative Design with High Fidelity Prototyping - user-centered, task-
based, prototype-driven design with user input. Can be concurrent with 
development. 

4. Remote Usability Testing - built into the prototype. 

5. Demo & Training Support - including auto playback -- built into the 
prototype. 

6. Support Development - export directly to dev platform (xml, CSS, SQL, etc.)
11
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Proposition: UCD always involves SOME prototyping…

12

 Could be as simple as a sketch on 
a napkin…

 Or as complex as an 
ultra-high-fidelity prototype…

Pretentious Alert: Einstein Quote coming on next slide…
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Advocating prototypes…

13
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“Prototyping maybe, but High-Fidelity Prototyping?!?”

 Hi-Fidelity Prototypes used in a UCD process supply what is missing from 
traditional approaches: 
 iterative design and evaluation of holistic, overall UX design
 initial selection and ongoing validation/refinement of the conceptual/navigation 

metaphor.  
 "Prototype" -- model large-task suites early - well before the entire 

application is coded.  
 "Hi-Fidelity" -- actual users performing actual tasks in an environment that 

closely models the target environment yields more concise and valid data
 Task-based, iterative usability evaluations – Task-based testing focuses the 

users on the semantics of the application and the real usability issues in the 
emergent designs rather than focusing on politics, opinions, and ego.  [*]

 Prototypes with articulated proposed data models (as opposed to UML for 
example) can help stakeholders visualize the data and give meaningful 
input.

14

[*] The author has no fundamental objection to politics, opinions, and ego – in their proper place they can be an 
engine for innovation.  In usability tests, however, they can obfuscate the results.
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“But, aren’t prototypes throw-away code?  I.e., A waste of time?”

 Not necessarily.  High-Fidelity, iterative, UCD prototyping can be useful in 
rapid development projects to the extent that it contributes usable designs
to developers and does not negatively impact cycle times.

 Even “throw-away” High-Fidelity prototypes can accelerate development 
where the artifacts are reusable in the actual application.  Reusable artifacts 
can take the form of (in ascending order of utility to developers):
1. Static Screen shots + full documentation of style & behaviors [traditional]
2. Clickable prototype screens modeling key behaviors + light-weight descriptions of 

style and any un-coded (or non-obvious) behaviors
3. #2 plus re-usable CSS
4. #3 plus selected API definitions from prototype JS code to build standard widgets

(e.g., intelligent tables), for developer use in configuring production library
5. #4 plus re-usable JS snippets for RIA (Rich Internet Application) behaviors
6. #5 plus re-usable driving tables and/or XML that define layout, style, components, 

tables, and behaviors
7. #6 plus actual development code/modules (e.g., JSP, JSF, Java) where the 

prototype is developed and iterated on the same platform as development

15
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Q: “But, how do you do all that and not impact cycle time?”
A1: Table-driven, rapid prototyping

To be "agile", Hi-Fi prototypes should be table-driven and easy/fast to modify.  

I have used tables (mostly spreadsheets jointly authored with stakeholders) to:
 Define and rank User Stories to schedule and drive design and development.
 Review fields/tables with stakeholders, including Displayed Names, DB Names, 

Formats, Behaviors, Grouping, Sorting, Categorization (i.e., elaborating 
Requirements). 

 Define Sample Data – offload to stakeholders
 Define navigation hierarchy using client-side, runtime js.
 Define role-based access (who can read and/or modify which pages).
 Define Task & DemoTracks to help users navigate through complex applications 

and help project managers get “buy-in”.
 Automate generic page content before actual pages are defined.  This enables 

up-front modeling of an entire application, allowing viewing of sample tables, 
fields, and button clicking, before a single page is designed.

 Automate FAQs – derived directly from User Story spreadsheet
 Export Directly to Development – e.g., Navigation, CSS, Behaviors
 Serverless Simulation – can simulate complex back-end transactions

16

More…
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Table-driven, rapid prototyping (2)

 Define remote usability testing, including: task setup, instructions, cheat 
sheets (for when remote user is stuck or lost), survey questions, quiz 
questions, correct task completion criteria, and task sequencing.

 Define navigation tooltips for all pages:
1. Nav tooltips should provide a narrative -- in language easily understood by 

any member of the target design population -- what a user can do on every 
page and why (from the User Story). If no such description can be created 
by the business team, then you have to question why the page has been 
proposed.

 Collaborate – Requirements & Design spreadsheets can be hosted on 
Google Spreadsheets or MS Sharepoint to keep stakeholders engaged

 When the prototype architecture supports it, it is a very dramatic moment the 
first time you are in a requirements meeting with stakeholders, revamping a 
requirements spreadsheet and you say “let’s see how this will look” and push 
a few buttons and, viola!, show them the results in a fully-rendered prototype.

17
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• Review  cycle 2 code
• Collaborate on cycle 3 
• Design for cycle 4
• Gather data for cycle 5
• Look-ahead for cycle 6

• Collaborate on cycle 1
• Design for cycle 2
• Gather data for cycle 3
• Look-ahead for cycle 4

• Review  cycle 1 code
• Collaborate on cycle 2
• Design for cycle 3
• Gather data for cycle 4
• Look-ahead for cycle 5

Plan & gather
customer data, 
Conceptual Model

• Implement 
designs

• Implement high 
dev cost/risk, low 
UI features

Code

Design

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3Cycle 0

Developer Tasks

UX Tasks

Adapted from Sy, 2007

(*) One Team

Data & Usability Testing for complex Cycle 4 UI

Data

• Implement 
designs

Note: This is an ambitious workflow for UX, not for the faint of heart.   A more traditional
practice is to fold iterative UI design into an expanded Cycle 0.

Q: “But, how do you do all that and not impact cycle time?”
A2: Work in parallel (*), look ahead 2 to 3 cycles and back 1 cycle
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Cycle N - Looking back and looking ahead: Detail

1. Cycle N-1: Lightweight heuristic reviews (or testing) of completed code, with 
possible changes to review/approve as additional work for Cycle N++

2. Cycle N: Occasional collaboration with developers on any obvious UI 
design/implementation trade-offs

3. Cycle N+1: Finalize designs and handoff prototype as design artifact (plus 
any additional UI User Stories or other lightweight documentation)

4. Cycle N+2: Elicit UI requirements (list of data elements, sample data, and 
behaviors).  Begin pilot design work, iterating UI Prototype with: (a) 
Developers, (b) Customer UI Team and/or Customer Business Process Team, 
(c) Customer Stakeholders, (d) End-users (remote usability test, usually when 
several screens are ready to support part-task testing, also may include a 
whole-task holistic testing component)

5. Cycle N+3: (Optional) Elicit UI requirements for any high UI complexity stories
that will require deep-dive (highly interactive) prototyping and task-based 
remote usability testing

6. All Cycles: Maintain (and occasionally test) whole-task, Holistic Prototype, 
folding in Cycle N-1 code (or mockup screens)

19
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Cycle N Workflow Model (zoom detail)

20

Developer

UX 
Practitioner
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Bus. Analyst

UX Designer*

UI Prototyper* UI Developer

End-User (NOT a stakeholder!)

Prototype

JSON…

User Stories

Iterative Usability Testing

Prototype

App

UI 
Requirements

Specs

Bus Reqs

UI Architect
UI Arch. 
Decisions

UI/Style
Guide (30%)

UI Dev
Patterns
Repository

* Could be same person

Design Artifacts

AgileRemote® Process Overview

Persona & 
Goals UI Design

Patterns
Repository
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Examples

22
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Fire Program Analysis – Modeling a complex process

23
Tooltips for Nav

2-Level

Left-Nav dynamic slide-
over or pin in place

2-Level
drill-down

Transactional
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Fire Program Analysis – Alternate Nav (tabs)
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Fire Program Analysis – Table-driven Google Maps mashup
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Fire Program Analysis – Remote Usability Testing
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Fire Program Analysis – Remote Usability Testing, Cheat
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Fire Program Analysis – Remote Usability Test – Task Quiz
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Fire Program Analysis – Prototype Configuration
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Fire Program Analysis – Interactive Prototype Styling (“Webunculus”)
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Fire Program Analysis Driving spreadsheet: Navigation, Role Access & Task 
Tracks

31

Transacti
onal
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Driving spreadsheet: Coherent Sample Content from Stakeholders
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Driving Spreadsheet: Remote Usability Tasks & Tests
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Patent Portal – Gathering Requirements (User Stories)
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Patent Portal – Ranking Requirements after Brainstorming Survey
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Patent Portal – Prioritized user story backlog
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Patent Portal – Table-driven Concept  Prototype, complex 
searches against multiple databases
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Patent Portal – Predicting ROI based on feedback survey about Early 
Concept
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Patent Portal – Driving Spreadsheet – Fields x Sources + Labels
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Field Codes for 
5+ Source DBs

What User 
Sees

~500 potential 
fields for each 

Patent
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Patent Portal – Driving Spreadsheet – Behaviors & Formatting

40

Behaviors Derived from DB 
Schema files for various 
sources (populates Auto-
Mouseover component)

App Formatting 
Controls
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Patent Portal – Driving Spreadsheet – Export to Development

41

Export to Dev:
XML, SQL, Properties 

Files via Excel formulas
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Medical Home Prototype – Patient Perspective
(tree nav, liquid layout for main content column)

42
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Medical Home Prototype – Table-driven rebranding 
(fixed-width, logo, style)
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Medical Home Prototype – Table-driven Alternate Nav Style: Tabs
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Medical Home Prototype – AutoPlay for Demos and
Prompted Tasks for Remote Usability Testing – fed from User Stories DB

45

Test/Demo Task Instructions 
(loaded from User Stories db)

If lost or frustrated during remote 
usability testing (or demo), launch Hints 
(“Cheat sheet”) with Guide Me button.

If Guide Me is clicked, Blinking prompt directs 
user’s attention to next action field/button.  During 
auto-playback it also auto-clicks and/or auto-fills 

input fields in hands-off mode.

Optional Hints for driving task 
(loaded from User Stories db)
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Medical Home Prototype – Developer’s Portlet (Nav table)
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Medical Home Prototype – Developer’s Style Manager
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Medical Home Prototype – Developer’s Export XML
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Medical Home Prototype – Developer’s Export CSS
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User Stories – Requirements from user’s perspective

50

• Borrowed from Agile Software Development; can be helpful in Agile or Waterfall
• A brief statement, in the user’s language, of one “unit” of functionality
• Format: "As a [role] I want to [achieve some result / perform some task] in order to [meet some 

need, goal or business requirement]." 
• Example: "As a Patient, I want to review test results from my last visit to the doctor in 

order to prepare any questions I may have in advance so I don't forget anything." 
• Light-weight, just-in-time requirement document for use by UX designers - short enough to 

be written in marker on an index card
• Often accompanied by a set of acceptance tests that anyone can try once the story is coded 

to see if it does what it is supposed to do
• Manageably small scope to allow a development team to code it and test it in one sprint
• Can attach team notes about ongoing conversations, including pointers to wireframes or 

prototype designs, data tables, results of acceptance tests, etc.. It is also sometimes useful to 
document inputs to the implied task and the results or expected end-states once the task is 
completed (as in a Use Case). 

• Ideal as a starting point for designing online help and training materials. (Combined with 
the Click Scenarios included in AgileRemote, the user stories are almost complete FAQ's, 
remote usability testing tasks, and training demos right out of the box.) 

• Easily generated from hypothetical day-in-the-life scenarios, which stakeholders and 
SMEs might find easier to write as a starting point 
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Thank You!
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Appendix: HFES 2012 Panel Intro
Agile product development has been defined as a process that involves rapid and frequent design updates using cross-
functional teams including marketing, manufacturing, procurement and design.  A second stage brings in customers, suppliers 
and other external stakeholder groups for additional enhancements.  Risk analysis and requirements analysis are integrated 
throughout the process and at each stage.  There appear to be many similarities between this and modern approaches to user 
experience. 

However, there are also significant differences.  Allen (2011) contrasts the two outlooks by defining the focus of user 
experience as multi-revision, iterative design whereas agile focuses on incremental growth.  While these may seem similar, 
agile is primarily linear whereas user experience is cyclical. The difference in mindset can make the two hard to integrate into a 
single process. 

Spool (2011) adds a third dimension in order to resolve the difference.  Lean UX, he claims, is the formulation of user 
experience that fits best into the agile development process.  Finally, he concludes, the waterfall model must be left behind. In 
a later commentary (Spool, 2012), he describes agile development as a welcome positive shift that opens up new 
opportunities for user experience to break in earlier to the overall design process. 

Ferreira, Sharp, and Robinson (2010) discuss the pervading trichotomy for the relationship between agile development and 
user experience in industry.  Established user experience teams and agile development teams can operate separately, 
passing designs between them as milestones are reached.  Alternatively, user experience and agile can be fully integrated into 
a development process where user experience and product development are implemented by a combined team.  Finally, a 
new user experience or agile process perspective can be added to an established user experience or agile team in an attempt 
to newly integrate them.  This change may be challenged by a greater status and prominence of the existing, stronger 
program.  Each of these organizational interventions has different implications for the overall development process.

The dearth of rigorous and comprehensive research studies is notable.  The difficulty of creating valid and generalizable 
research approaches forces most authors to provide insights into lean and agile UX through workshops (Sy and Miller, 2008), 
panels (Miller and Sy, 2009), and case studies (Kollman, Sharp, and Blandford, 2009; Budwig, Jeong, and Kelkar, 2010) .  
This panel will be similar, except that it will bring together a multi-disciplinary set of speakers from a much wider variety of
industries and organizational structures.  Further, the organization of the panel will focus on the tensions between user 
experience and agile development.  The panel will focus on the productive friction (Hagel, 2005) that most often leads to 
advances in strategic thought.
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Appendix: HFES 2012 Panel - Kelley
OVER THE WATERFALL IN A BARREL - ADAPTING AGILE TECHNIQUES TO USER EXPERIENCE IN 
A NON-AGILE WORLD

UX Practitioners have been applying iterative, user-centered techniques in a waterfall 
environment for a long time. This has reached the point where usability is frequently 
represented as a small iteration circle graphic within large development process charts (though 
that practice is, sadly, still most often observed in the breach).

When agile came along it seemed a godsend. Here was a fervent community dedicated to the 
basic principle of iteration - they even had a Manifesto to proclaim their philosophy.  
Unfortunately, in early agile there was no space for user experience. The perception was that 
the typical user experience process requires too much time for the short sprints required in 
agile.

Some work has been done to adopt "discount usability" and shorten the time required to 
perform UX work in tight timeframes, and other work has been done to tweak processes to 
allow UX work to proceed in parallel. But even when we thought we could see the bathwater 
circling the drain, we saw a way to rescue the baby. There are some key artifacts and 
practices in the agile portfolio that can provide great value for UX practitioners in all manner of 
development processes. 

This talk will share experiences applying UX in Agile and applying Agile to UX.  A variety of 
software development projects will be used as case studies to show the challenges of 
integration and how they can be overcome.
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